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New Learning Objectives
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• Participants will receive an overview of the (yet to be 
published) DQMP document & tools

• Participants will review the DQMP tools

• Participants will have increased insight in the HUD direction 
of DQMP in the coming year
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Context of Part II

• This session builds upon the earlier session Data Quality Management 
Program Part I

• Agenda
• Data Quality Management Program Refresher
• DQMP Road Testing the Tools
• A: Roles & Responsibility Worksheet
• B: Sample Data Quality Plan
• C: Sample HMIS-Participating Organization Agreement
• D: Sample Data Quality Monitoring Visit Report & Improvement Plan
• E: HMIS DQMP & Improvement Strategies
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These tools and examples are still draft and not yet published, but we are going to road test them here today in this session.



Data Quality Management Program Refresher
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Data Quality Management Program Refresher

A Data Quality Management Program (DQMP) is the overall 
framework from which a community works to understand their 
current data quality, their baseline requirements, their ideal, and 
what tools to use to get from here to there

• It’s the anchor for all HMIS data quality expectations, roles, 
responsibilities, and activities 
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?:Think of the DQMP as the study guide in an open-book test. It is the way in which all entities involved in the DQMP understand their roles and responsibilities related to the DQMP. It also sets the baseline requirements for all organizations participating in HMIS, by project type, for completeness, timeliness, accuracy, consistency, and coverage. The DQMP also includes the goals the CoC has related to HMIS data quality and the tools it will take to get from the baseline to the ideal. The DQMP is comprehensive and includes all the information any entity involved will need to succeed. 



Data Quality Management Program Refresher

Data quality refers to the reliability and comprehensiveness of a 
community’s data, as collected in HMIS

• Do you have sufficient data to accurately reflect the demographics, needs, 
experiences, and outcomes of persons experiencing homelessness in your 
community?

Components of data quality:
• Completeness (including system coverage)
• Timeliness
• Accuracy
• Consistency
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?:Data quality includes several components, including completeness (how many of the data elements required to be entered into the HMIS are entered); timeliness (how quickly is the data entered into the HMIS after it is collected from the client); accuracy (how much is the data entered into the HMIS a reflection of the client’s reality); consistency (is the way in which the data elements are interpreted at Organization A the same way in which they are interpreted at Organization B, and are users entering data on a consistent basis into the HMIS); and bed/system coverage (how many beds that are dedicated to serving clients experiencing homelessness entered into HMIS and how comprehensive is the HMIS coverage). 



What is a DQMP?

• It’s a process
• Iterative
• Continuous
• Actionable
• Measurable
• Never stops evolving
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?:The DQMP isn’t a static thing – it will constantly evolve as the community’s baseline of data quality changes and as the expectations change because of the progress made. The DQMP should be ambitious but not unrealistic. Start with where you currently are and know where you want to get, then create actionable steps to take, with timelines, to get from here to there. 



Data Quality Management Program Refresher

Include a clear and transparent DQMP framework and develop 
enforceable agreements based on that framework

• Agreements should be implemented with all organizations participating in 
HMIS 

• Provide guidance on the consequences for failure to meet the standards 
in the DQMP framework 

• Outline the process for notification of failure to meet a standard / 
baseline 

• Lay out the responsibilities of the HMIS participating organization, the 
HMIS Lead, and the CoC 
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?:The entire process, from creation to re-creation, must be transparent and clear. Trust is a big piece of a DQMP – each entity must trust that the other entities involved know what their roles and responsibilities are and will fulfill those. Enforceable agreements are a big part of a DQMP – it’s what codifies what happens when any given entity isn’t upholding their part of the process. Ideally, enforceable agreements also define how an entity will benefit when they do uphold their part of the process. 



Road Testing the DQMP Tools
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Chris & MikeA: Roles & Responsibility WorksheetB: Sample Data Quality PlanC: Sample HMIS-Participating Organization AgreementD: Sample Data Quality Monitoring Visit Report & Improvement PlanE: HMIS DQMP & Improvement Strategies



Handout #1
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Chris & MikeA: Roles & Responsibility WorksheetB: Sample Data Quality PlanC: Sample HMIS-Participating Organization AgreementD: Sample Data Quality Monitoring Visit Report & Improvement PlanE: HMIS DQMP & Improvement Strategies



Roles & Responsibilities Worksheet

• This worksheet is intended as an exercise for CoC to review each 
role/responsibility and consider which entity should be responsible 
for carrying out the task in their CoC

• Keep in mind for some communities, roles and responsibilities listed 
may be filled by a single entity, shared across stakeholders, or not 
assigned at all

• CoC should note this on the worksheet and utilize this document to 
ensure clear expectations across stakeholders
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Chris & Mike:Political Implications:  The Roles and Responsibilities worksheet will shed light on your CoC and HMIS governance.  Remember that the HMIS Lead cannot be responsible for all aspects of DQ, there needs to be CoC and program fidelity to the DQ process.Operationalization:  Use your governance structure to review this worksheet, is there a committee for DQ?  Perhaps and HMIS or Data Committee that can review this document and affirm the various roles and responsibilities of DQ. Again this should not be the HMIS Lead alone in this process. Challenges: Your CoC may only have one entity (or one person) taking on these responsibility, or maybe there are several but the responsibilities are not assigned to people that can be the most affective.  Although a single entity may seem easier from a management perspective, there are risks.  When filling this worksheet, consider what is the best way to distribute these responsibilities and what tools will you use to document the shifts. Take a look at the list and pick out two or three that are not assigned to the ideal person or entity.  We will ask a few of you to share what needs to change in your CoC and who needs to be involved to make it happen.  Or if you have done this already, how did the process work?  



Handout #2
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Chris & MikeA: Roles & Responsibility WorksheetB: Sample Data Quality PlanC: Sample HMIS-Participating Organization AgreementD: Sample Data Quality Monitoring Visit Report & Improvement PlanE: HMIS DQMP & Improvement Strategies



Sample Data Quality Plan

• The Sample Data Quality Plan lays out the common DQMP elements
• Introduction

• Encouragements & Enforcements

• Data Quality Benchmarks
• Completeness
• Timeliness
• Accuracy
• User Access & Consistency
• HMIS Bed Coverage 

• DQ Monitoring 13
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Political Implications:  Remember that you need to have a data quality plan that meets the communities needs, but use your governance structure and the roles and responsibilities from handout #1.  The HMIS Lead cannot be responsible solely for all DQ responsibilities and you will likely need to shuffle some DQ responsibilities.Operationalization:  DQ plans should be informed by actual DQ measures of completeness, timeliness, accuracy, consistency and bed coverage.  By knowing your baseline, where you are now, you can then set standards that the community can strive towards.  Reference the HUD Data Strategy to see where HUD hopes CoC can be in the next 3-5 years.  Establish standards that help you strive towards the HUD Data Strategy in the near future.  This sample data quality plan is not a community example but rather a document created based on long-term involvement in DQ planning across the country.  You can use it as a sample, but your CoC needs to make real decisions on the elements of DQ  for your CoC.Challenges: DQ planning needs to be done regularly and by more than the HMIS Lead, so it will be a CoC-wide effort. Fidelity to DQ plan cannot be done by just one entity, but by the entire CoC.  Given the need for quality data for LSA, SMP, and all reporting in your CoC, a robust plan, iterative process. 



Handout #3
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HMIS-Participating Organization Agreement

• Agreements lay out the data quality requirements of the CoC various 
stakeholders:

• HMIS Participating Organization
• HMIS Lead
• CoC

• Agreements should be clear and enforceable 
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Chris & Mike:Political Implications:  Written agreements are crucial to DQ success. This tells us what of the DQ roles and responsibilities is that of the CoC, HMIS Lead and CHO.  These agreements set a common understanding for all the CoC partners and bind us together to assure fidelity to DQMP components.Operationalization:  You will once again need to leverage your governance structure to develop agreements that thoroughly explain the local DQMP.  These agreements need to be updated periodically and housed locally.   You will likely need to involve and HMIS/Data Committee, CoC Board (depending on your governance structure) and your CHO.  These agreements should be clear on how the DQ will be enforced, will DQ be used in rating and ranking or other places?Challenges: These agreements are often seen as a formality or just a wrote process and CHO do not pay attention to their responsibilities until the enforcement phase of the DQMP.  You need to make sure that folks understand the agreement up front and check in regularly to assure they are meeting their responsibilities, DQ is iterative and on-going, If you wait too long throughout the year, DQ will suffer greatly.



Handout #4
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Sample DQ Monitoring Visit Report & 
Improvement Plan

• This tool will allow the CoC monitor and improve data quality through on-
site monitoring

• Data Quality monitoring should be done regularly (monthly) off-site

• Data Quality should also be done on-site regularly (yearly or other)

• This tool also has a template to improve data quality through the onsite 
monitoring process through an improvement plan

• Data quality is not a one time “you’ve got bad data quality” conversation, 
but rather an ongoing improvement process
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Chris & Mike:Political Implications:  CHO that have never had onsite monitoring for security, privacy, fidelity to HMIS policies and procedures, will be unfamiliar with this process. You also need to be clear what will happed with the monitoring report and improvement plan, who will be involved?  Does it go to the CoC, other providers, is this a public process?  Your governance structure will need to support this process.Operationalization:  Who will do the monitoring, who will they share the information with?  What happens if the improvement plan does not actually improve DQ, who changes the improvement plan and where does this information get shared? Challenges: DQ monitoring onsite may be difficult if you do not have proper HMIS budgeting and staffing resources. It is critical that your DQMP be monitored for fidelity and that your improvement plans actually make the desired improvements, and who will enforce the DQMP?  



Handout #5
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HMIS DQMP & Improvement Strategies

• This tool lays out some common strategies for improving data quality
• Why it Matters
• How to Address
• How Often

• Across several domains:
• Completeness
• Timeliness
• Consistency
• Accuracy
• Timely Project Entries
• Timely Project Exits
• All Clients Served 19
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Chris & Mike:�Political Implications:  The DQMP process is not static, you will have to revisit on a periodically basis. This tool has some common strategies to assist you in this process and should be shared with your CoC stakeholders as you encounter DQ issues. Operationalization:  As you periodically review your DQMP, leverage the strategies within this document to help you explore the issues with your DQMP. How often would this occur?  Who is responsible? Challenges: It is a challenge to get all stakeholders to act upon their responsibilities, there is only so much time and DQ is often not urgent enough to get onto providers to do list.



Road Testing the DQMP Tools- Complete
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Questions & Answers
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Road Testing Feedback

• If you have questions or comments that cannot be addressed today reach 
out to us

• Your feedback is valuable to the product development process
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Chris & Mike:Interactive question/audience engagement 



Evaluate This Session on Your Conference App!
(It takes 5 minutes to complete)
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1) Select the name 
of the session from 

the agenda tab.

2) Select “See 
More” under the 

Overview.

3) Select “SESSION 
SURVEY” under 

Details.

4) Complete the 
Evaluation and 
Select “Done”.

Rate Me!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Talking Points:We reserved the last 10 minutes of the session for you to complete a session evaluationPlease take time to complete this, as the information will help us refine these sessions for future trainings!We encourage everyone to use the Conference app to complete the evaluationThe evaluation should only take 5 minutes to complete



Thank you!

Chris Pitcher
ICF
Chris.Pitcher@icf.com

Mike Lindsay
ICF
Michael.Lindsay@icf.com
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